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The traditional approach to design and construction suffers from many limitations. As the
technology becomes more available to the average users, the need for an effective and
efficient solution has never been greater. This paper introduces an alternative approach to
the life cycle of construction projects "application controlled process". Based on this
approach, a framework for an Integrated Construction Environment (ICE) has been
developed and implemented in a prototype demonstrator "SPACE" (Simultaneous
Prototyping for An integrated Construction Environment). This paper is only concerns with
those parts of the ICE which are relevant to the dynamic generation of design drawings. The
NIRMANI system aims at generating a schematic design by retrieving previous design
solutions that matche the problem specification from a multimedia case library. While the
Bay Design Systems aims at re-adjusting the produced design solution to minimise
construction problems.
Keywords: integrated environments, case-based design, project life cycle, integrated
construction environment.
1

Introduction

Design and construction of buildings in general proceed sequentially, coupled through
annotated set of architectural and engineering drawings. Firstly, the design process is a cyclical one
with a linear progression [1]. It normally starts with a set of clients requirements which are
communicated to a design team. Such requirements are cyclically converted into a design brief, with
the client consent, which is then transferred into a design solution over several design stages [2].
Secondly, designers do not often anticipate the implications of their design on construction and
contractors interpretation of the design solution often does not meet designers intentions. This
separation of design and construction processes has not only led to the decay of integration but also
to a growing misunderstanding of the role of each profession.
This traditional approach to design and construction suffers from many limitations:
(1) The design process usually takes a considerable time depending on the size, complexity
and nature of the project.
(2) There is a tendency for clients and designers to be biased prematurely towards a
particular design solution. This may occur due to many factors, such as urgency of design, high cost
of alternative consideration, lack of resources, etc. [3].
(3) Design solutions do not usually meet budgetary constraints especially at early design
stages [4].
(4) Weak communication between members of the design team due to their different
design perspectives [5].
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(5) Large percentage of construction problems on site are caused by complex designs [6].
An integrated computer environment can address the above problems where design and
construction applications can be integrated under one environment. Such an environment should
not be developed to suit a pre-defined set of applications which could limit its usage. It should be
designed to integrate "industry standard" software, relatively inexpensive to run, and flexible
enough to accommodate users' experience, in-house databases as well as future needs and
requirements. If this is developed and implemented effectively, it could significantly shorten the
design stage, eliminate data redundancy, maintain up-to-date information, improve accuracy and
speed of data transfer, and creating a suitable environment for concurrent engineering. The latter
can significantly improve design solutions as users can quickly alter an application's output and
examine its impact on other applications.
The complexity and the vast amounts of information involved in any construction project
and the lack of standards have made the process of producing an integrated environment very
difficult. However, with the advances in knowledge engineering, programming techniques, and
technology, the process of integrating various design\construction stages and sharing data by various
applications is now possible and are likely to occur within one computer environment. At Salford
University, the AIC (Automation and Integration in Construction) research group have developed
and implemented a framework for a full Integrated Construction Environment (ICE) within which a
project's information is manipulated to serve various design and construction applications. This
paper briefly discusses the conceptual representation of the whole environment and explains in
detail those parts of the environment that are related to the dynamic production and presentation
of the design plans.
2

The

proposed

approach

The design and construction of projects in the Construction Industry can be described as a
"stage controlled process". Traditionally, the life cycle of a project can be divided into six major
stages; conceptual, design, tender, construction, occupation and refurbishment, Figure 1. Generally,
each stage has a pre-defined output which is considered as the main input for the next stage. For
example, at the conceptual stage, it is expected that the client's requirements are converted into a
design brief where the latter is the major input for the design stage. The output of the design stage,
e.g. a set of design drawings, is the major input to the construction stage. However, each of these
major stages can be broken down into several sub-stages. For example, the design stage can be
broken into the five sub-stages according to the RIBA plan of work. These sub stages might have
cyclical phases among themselves or their input might slightly overlap with the input of the other
stages. In the main, the six stages are almost mutually exclusive.

Figure 1: Traditional Life Cycle of Construction Projects
The proposed approach takes an alternative view to the traditional staged controlled
approach i.e. an "Application Controlled Process", Figure 2. This approach emphasises the
construction applications and their associated tools rather than the life
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cycle stages. Construction applications such as design, estimating, construction planning, site layout,
facility management, etc. which are normally carried out at various stages of the life cycle of a
project, can be run and their data accessed at any time and by any professional party. As the design
progresses, the project's data is continuously updated and made available to all other construction
applications. Centred around an object oriented technology, construction applications can be
triggered off at any time, therefore enabling concurrent engineering to be carried out with relative
ease. All construction professionals i.e. clients, design team, contractors, users, etc. can
simultaneously share the project's data while having the opportunity to access the data which is
relevant to their perspectives. For example, clients can visualise the project in 3D and/or find out
whether or not the current design meets their budgets, while designers can examine the impact of
their design on construction thus giving them opportunity to improve on the constructability of
their design.

Figure 2: An Application Controlled Approach
3

Framework

for

the

integrated

construction

environment

(ICE)

Based on the above approach, a framework for an integrated environment is proposed which
consists of three main parts. As shown in Figure 3, these parts are; brief and design generation,
central data models, and external construction applications. The first part transfers clients early
needs and requirements into a complete design brief. This is then fed into an Al tool which retrieves
the best matching design plan based on previous design cases where users can adapt the retrieved
drawings to their own requirements. This process embraced multi-media tools in order to enhance
the quality of the communicated information. The output of first part is materialised in a set of
design drawings. The grid layout dimensions, type of materials, superstructure, etc. are then fed into
the Bay Design System" where the constructability of the design is checked. The system re-adjust
the grid layout and other elements of the building and produces a vertically and horizontally coordinated design to minimise construction problems. High level representation objects of the
drawings are then transferred into the central core of the ICE, part 2.
The central data model (the central core) represents a repository for the ICE whereby all
information related to a project type, e.g. concrete office buildings, is maintained [7]. It consists of a
number of data models which describes the life cycle of the project type under consideration. These
models have been classified as building data model and other data models. The building data model
mainly describes the physical features and behaviour of the project type and support different
levels of data abstraction. The extent and structure of the building data model depend on the scope
and the main objectives of the ICE. Different ICEs may have different structures of building data
models, level of abstractions, different coverage of the project's life cycle, etc. Other data models
represent
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data required by the various applications within the ICE such as Construction Planning Data Model,
Site Planning Data Model, Specification Data Model, Estimating Data Mode, etc. Each data model
should be developed to achieve a well defined set of objectives and to fulfil the need of a particular
application. For example, a construction planning application requires a data model to support the
information required to produce effective construction plan by the package e.g. generic
construction activities, resources available, construction methods, etc.

Figure 3: A Conceptual Representation of the ICE
The third part of the integrated environment represents the down stream construction
applications such as design, construction planning, estimating, site planning, virtual reality
modelling, etc. Such applications could either be external, i.e. existing stand alone applications, or
internal i.e. developed within the ICE software tools. In either case each application has
(1) a built-in user interface where users can manipulate the output information, and
(2) a specially developed two way communication channel to transfer information between
the application and the central core at real time.
Such an environment is normally triggered off by feeding in project specific information
through a design package e.g. a CAD system whereby large amount of projects information can be
extracted [8]. As the design progresses, design information is dynamically transferred to the central
core, at a high level format i.e. design elements [9]. Once the central core is populated with the
project specific information, users can run any other application at any stage of the design. For
example, the cost of the so far developed design can be dynamically determined by running the
estimating application. The central core, in this instance, transfers the design elements along with
their specifications and Quantities to the estimating package to produce either the total cost or cost
break down of e current design product. Users should be able to alter the generated cost Figures,
add cost constraints on certain design elements, etc. using the estimating package interface. This
altered information is then transferred to the central core where actions are triggered-off if
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the altered information is non-feasible or does not comply with regulations, standards, inhouse
database, etc.
Users can switch between various applications at any stage at any time. Applications respond
to requests from the central core and their behaviours are limited to the supplied amount of
information. This paper is only concerned with the first part of the ICE where both the dynamic
generation of design drawings and the design to construct principles are briefly explained.
4

The

integrated

case-based

design

&

estimating

system

(NIRMANI))

This section describes the concept behind the dynamic generation of the design drawings,
whereas a detailed description of the approach is explained in Perera et al, 1995. Research is
currently limited to Light Industrial Buildings LIB (e.g. warehouses) where a working prototype is
being developed to demonstrates the validity of the concept. The research is implementing a Case
Based Design (CBD) technique.
The NIRMANI system (semantically described in Figure 4) aims at generating a schematic
design for LIB by retrieving previous design solutions that matches the problem specification from a
multimedia case library. The retrieved design can be adapted if required architecturally,
structurally, or for services requirements, which ultimately can provide a cost plan for the building
to form as the budgetary guide for further design developments. Re entire CBD process is interactive
giving the designer sufficient authority to guide the design process and achieve creativity as much as
possible. The various stages of the case-based design and estimating process are briefly explained
below.
(1) The NIRMANI system starts a session using an initial brief where each criterion, e.g.
number of occupants, total cost, shape etc., in this initial brief is weighted with the aim of matching
them with those in the cases library. Cases which match the initial criteria are retrieved and ranked
according to their matching criteria.
(2) The multimedia case store allows designers and clients alike to visualise any preferred
case from the retrieved cases using 2D and/or 3D images, video clips, scanned images
(photographs), text etc.
(3) Designers can evaluate and confirm the selection of the most preferred case.
(4) The system maps all the current design information to the new case, thus creating a
design brief, i.e. building specifications, for the new situation which is based on the original case.
(5) Designers can modify and develop the brief to suit their requirements.
(6) The system compares the developed brief and requirements with the original case and
establishes design constraints for each decomposed design perspective/element.
(7) The system adapts an interactive adaptation process to satisfy design constraints using
knowledge obtained from the knowledge base in the form of methods and rules. At this stage,
designers can revise the design in order to meet the new requirements.
(8) Once constraints are satisfied, i.e. to a level acceptable to the designers, and designers
accept the new design, the design is stored in the case library as a new case for the system, thus
completing the CBD cycle and learning from the new experience, i.e. the system conforms to the
dynamic memory model (11, 12).
The NIRMANI system maintains the many perspectives of the design professionals involved
in the design process but avoids information storage on the perspective of the client in order to
rationalise information storage and minimise redundancy. Further, at a given time the client or user
may take any of the perspectives of Architects, Structural Engineers, Services Engineers & Quantity
Surveyor or all of it.
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NIRMANI

The CBD systems developed for the construction industry and found in the literature can be
classified as
(1) Design Aid Systems e.g.: ARCHIE, ARCHIE II, MEMORABILIA
(2) Design Generative Systems eg. CADSYN, ACABAS, CADRE.
The proposed NIRMANI system mostly falls into the second category with a component of
knowledge guiding the adaptation process. Most of the other systems deal with either architectural
design or structural design accept ACABAS which considers them both. The NIRMANI system deals
with architectural schematic design, structural grid optimisation, services system selection, and cost
planning. Thus, it attempts to give a comprehensive design. In terms of design re-use, CADRE [13]
and ACABAS [14] [15] use a manual case selection procedure whereas ARCHIE [16] & MEMORABILIA
[17], [18] selects matching cases to provide guidance to the designer but not for direct re-use. Only
SEED [19], [20], a system for the conceptual stage, proposes a complete re-use of design for design
generation.
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Figure 4: An overview of the NIRMANT prototype
But it is more of a design generative system using first principles of design with a component
of case-based reasoning to assist the design generation task. The NIRMANI system, on the other
hand, provides automatic retrieval of the most appropriate case directly for adaptation and re-use.
Unlike most CBD systems developed, NIRMANI is envisaged to learn by itself, acquiring new
cases as it generates them. Furthermore, case indexing will be hidden from the user thus providing
greater enhancement in useability. This puts the system in line with SEED but clearly distinguished
from other approaches that rely on considerable efforts to build a memory of cases [21], [22] ,[14]
and [15]. But SEED uses a combination of space generation expert systems LOOS, ABLOOS & GENESIS
[23], [24], [25] to develop the design whereby case-based support is provided where needed.
It is intended that case adaptation to be semi-automatic allowing a certain degree of user
interaction. The adaptation process will prompt the user with alternatives and suggestions from
which the user can select or confirm. This is, therefore, partially in line with CADRE [13] but more
similar to that proposed by SEED [19], [20].
6

The Bay Design System (BDS)

The adapted design plans are then fed into the Bay Design System (BDS) for constructability
improvements. This section briefly explains the concepts behind the BDS.
The DRS implements the design-to-construct principle [6]. The approach used to develop
the system aims at breaking down the design project information into areas of intense construction
problems such as superstructure, substructure, and finishes as defined by previous research in this
field . Each group of information is analysed separately therefore scoping down the amount of
information involved in the analysis process.
Focusing on the superstructure information group for mid-rise reinforced concrete office
developments, a number of problems were identified and grouped. One group related to the ill
co-ordination between the building s envelope elements and the frame. In another
group, the problems related to tolerance incompatibility between the building envelope
elements and the frame. A final group related to the need for enhanced standardisation /repetition
of elements within a project.
The information analysis focused on tracing information related to problematic construction
areas back to their relevant design stage. A complete analysis of the design function was carried out
where main processes and their information flows were highlighted. This then led to the
establishment of three major activities for the improvement of the design related problems.
(1) Horizontal co-ordination. This activity includes the co-ordination between the grid
dimension and columns cross-sections with the cladding horizontal dimension.
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This is necessary to ensue that the cladding horizontal dimension, between two columns, together
with the column's cross-section reflects the grid layout.
(2) Vertical co-ordination. This activity includes the co-ordination between the storey height
and the beam depth with the cladding vertical dimension.
(3) Element Information Consistency. This activity covers the compatibility between factory
tolerances of the selected types of cladding and the recommended tolerances of the selected frame
type.
Such activities have to be incorporated into the design function in order to minimise the
above mentioned site problems. This meant that a new design process has to be established i.e.,
re-engineering the design function . As a result, the above activities have been incorporated into a
new process i.e. the Dimensional Bay Design System. This has then been mapped onto an object
oriented analysis model which in turn has been implemented onto an object oriented environment.
Through its graphical interface, users can use the system with relative ease. Users, following
the introduction screen which gives a brief account of the background behind the system and the
objectives and scope of the system, enter information (specification) via four icons displayed on a
menu screen. Each of the four icons; building dimensions", frame elements', "glazing requirements"
and "aesthetics", reveal a submenu with a number of options (icons). The user selects an icon for
entering the necessary data i.e. the building's horizontal and vertical dimensions, the frame
element's construction type, the aesthetics of the building's envelope etc.
Once the user has entered the necessary information, they continue to select a "commence
design" icon to trigger the system's main operation is conducted in the following sequence:
(1) Importing the appropriate cladding and lining from a database of standard elements.
During such a task, each cladding and lining combination is set-up as a potential solution for which
the remaining operations are to act upon.
(2) The horizontal co-ordination of each solution, adjusting the grid layout and sizing the
columns to correspond to the cladding and lining horizontal arrangements. The window(s) are
positioned and sized to fit between whole cladding and lining elements.
(3) The vertical co-ordination of each solution, during which, the floor to ceiling height is
adjusted and beams are sized to correspond to the vertical arrangement of the cladding /lining
elements. Again the size and position of the window(s) are determined ensuring the window is
positioned between whole cladding and lining elements.
(4) Depending upon the selected cladding and lining types, working through each solution,
a tolerance compatibility check is conducted between the frame and the cladding and lining
elements. Any incompatibility found amongst the solutions, results in the deletion of that solution.
(5) Establishing the most optimum lining element for each cladding element, based on the
least volume of concrete of the frame elements. Other options are deleted. The most optimum
solutions are presented by a labelled icon in a graphical profile, again based on the volume of
concrete frame elements. The user selects the icon for the solution they wish to view which is then
presented in a textual and two-dimensional graphics. Finally the user has the option to change the
current specification or to enter a totally new specification.
7

Conclusions

This separation of design and construction processes has not only led to the decay of
integration but also to a growing misunderstanding of the role of each profession. Each stage of the
traditional "stage controlled" life cycle of construction projects has a predefined output which is
considered as the main input for the next stage. This process enforces the barriers between the
various professionals involved in a project. This paper has introduced an alternative approach to the
life cycle of construction project i.e. an "application controlled process . The new approach
emphasises the construction applications rather than the life cycle stages. Centred around an object
oriented technology, construction applications can be triggered off at any time, therefore enabling
concurrent engineering to be carried out with relative ease. All users i.e. clients, design team,
contractors, users, etc. are then able to access the relevant project information at any stage.
Based on this new approach a structured integrated environment has been described where
all construction applications are integrated. The first part of this
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environment automatically generates design drawings based on previous stored cases and then
improves the constructability of the design solution. This paper has only discussed those systems
which are relevant to part one of the integrated environment. The NIRMANI system aims at
generating a schematic design by retrieving previous design solutions that matches the problem
specification from a multimedia case library. While the Bay Design Systems aims at re-adjusting the
produced design solution with the aim of minimising construction problems.
The above approach has been successfully implemented, by the AIC research group Salford
University, on a PC based integrated environment. Information is automatically transferred between
the various applications through one central object oriented knowledge based system. Currently, the
prototype demonstrator SPACE (Simultaneous Prototyping for An integrated Construction
Environment) integrates design, construction planning, site layout planning, estimating, bill of
quantity, elements specifications, and virtual reality in one environment.
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